
H11 Homework 1: Exploration and Contact 

This topic focuses on establishing re-connection between the two hemispheres (sustained contact for the first 

time in over 10,000 years!) and the impact it had on both Old and New Worlds. Native Americans/Indians and 

Europeans are two of the main groups that, through cooperation and conflict, create the American culture and 

nation. (The third group, of course, is people from Africa.)  

Lecture introduces Native Americans and briefly describes their background and cultures by c. 1500, when 

Columbus (and therefore contact with Western Civilization) arrives. We will also look at West African cultures 

of the same age. Lecture then turns to the 400-year-long period of European expansion, during which a small 

handful of European nations come to dominate and influence much of the world. Our focus here will be on 

Columbus and the establishment of European New World Empires (Spanish, French, British, etc.) in the 

Americas.   

PAGES:  

Read carefully: Outline of US history: 4-12 

Skim Zinn: 1-12; Johnson 1-23, looking only for the answer to question 6 below. 

Homework Questions: Please write (roughly) a paragraph to answer each question. Number your answers. 

1-5. For the 5 main sub-sections in “Outline…” (the big type in bold, including “The First Americans,” 

“Mound Builders and Pueblos,” etc.), please write a one-paragraph summary of that section.  That is, 

tell me the main idea(s) of The First Americans, then in another paragraph, the main idea(s) of 

Mound Builders… and so on. 

6. Explain in a paragraph, how Zinn and Johnson present Columbus and his contact with Indians. To do this, 

look through the above pages of Zinn and Johnson looking specifically to see what they have to say 

about Columbus and his interaction with Indians. You do NOT need to read entire chapters; just find 

the information asked for here.  

Lecture Outline 

I. Historical “Facts” and Indian Origins 

II. Indian Cultures by 1492 

III. West African cultures by 1492 

IV. West European Culture by 1492 

V. European Expansion 

A. Causes 

B. Age of Exploration 

VI. Columbus & His Impact 

A. The Columbus Story 

B. The Columbian Exchange 

C. Evaluating Columbus 

VII. New Spain 



A. Establishing the Empire 

B. The Golden Age of Spain 

C. Spanish North America 

D. Spain’s Monopoly Challenged  


